
three copies of a 5 bani yellow green and a 10 bani
rose issue showing King Carol I.

The to bani rose has a fine "N.F.e." perfin
which agrees with the return address, "NICHOLE
FEHER & CIE, BUCURESTI, STRADASMARD
AN, No. 10." This perfin pattern is illustrated as N6
in the Catalog of Romanian Perfins, by U slo Eros
published by the Perfins Club in 1989. However,
the user is not identified in the catalog nor is the
user identified in the Catalog of Romanian Perfins
Supplement No.1, 1991 by Bob Schwerdt.
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Z Punch

Joe Laura Jr. (# 1238)

The rather unusual post card illustrated on the
next page has the letter "Z" punched through both
the It Ben Franklin issue of 1908 and the post
card,

There is no clue to the meaning of the punch or
the meaning.

If you have any hints or clues, please send them to
the Bulletin editor.
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P.O.K.O.'s

Bruce Brunell (# 2831)

The POKO perforating machines were made by
the POKO company in Germany start ing d~~~~e

first decade of the 20TH Century. I do notll.enough
information at hand to give an accurate starting
year. This machine was set up to take large rolls
of stamps (500 to 5.£XXJ stamp rolls) and was
designed to perforate and affix the stamps to enve
lopes. The machines were designed to take 3, 5 or
even 7 roils of stamps and were driven by electric
motors. This is the only type of coil stamp affixing
machine that also perfinned the stamps as a part of
the process affixing them to the cover. The others,
such as FIXQ and MULlPOST machines used coil
rolls that had already been perforated with initials.

These machines were in very heavy usage
in Germany with probably over 2,OOOusers, the
Netherlands, Belgium,France, Denmark, and Great
Britain. Other countries show up with POKO
patterns, but only infrequently and they are usually
European countries.

The Netherlands Postal Departm ent even
issued special perforated stamps in coils for the
POKO machines. These are the syncopated perfo
ration varieties of the Netherlands.
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